Wire Rack

Please read these instructions carefully and follow the installation steps in sequence.

Each 13" Optical disc stored in these wire racks require 15.50" of vertical space.

Locate the bottom of the 15" space within the cabinet. Count up 7 slots from that point and insert the tabs of the wire rack support bracket into that slot. When placing the bracket on the opposite side or inserting the tab into the rear slot, use the small counting holes adjacent to the slots.

Next assemble the back stop (see figure 2). Insert its bracket tab into the slot 5.75" or 23 slots above the slot used by the wire rack support bracket. These brackets can be mounted with the two holes toward the back or front depending on which side of the cabinet it's placed. Select the side that puts them toward the rear. The back stop is assembled to the brackets by passing it over the top and behind them. Hook the stop onto the top of the brackets and swing the bottom down. Fasten with 4 screws.

Next, place the pan onto the wire rack support brackets. There are slots at both ends of the turned down sides. Position them onto the turned up flange of the bracket. It must be located between the "hooks" at either end of the flange.

Assemble the wire rack by inserting its lower rear cross wire into those hooks and then into the front hooks by springing it open slightly.
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